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A6sh~act :The elastic scattering ofsLi longfrom a variety oftargets, A ~ 12 to 208, hasbeenmeasured
at a bombarding energy of 50 .6 MeV. The angalar distributions aro charaderlstic of strongly
absorbed particles, such as 'He and heavy ions, and less diffractive than for 4He . A simple
opticalmodelwith Woods-Saxon roel and imaginaryvolume potentials is adequateto flt the data.
Spin-orbit effects are sot apparent is the data.
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NUCLEAR REACTIONS l'C,1s0, 4oCg, s'hü, vs~~ isa~ issgs~ sospb(sLy sI-i),
E= 50.6 MeV ; measured o(6) ; deduced optical model parametela.

1. Inh+odnction

Very few elastic scattering data have been published for 6Li ions at bombarding
energies greater than 30 MeV [refs . 1- ')]. The only extensive data above 30 MeV are
on light mass targets such as 1 X, 160 and ~aSi [refs. s - ~)]. The sc~.rcity of data and
hence optical model parameters at higher energies, particularly for heavier targets,
severely limit the reliability of information obtained from the analysis of nuclear
reactions involving 6Li ions such as (d, 6Li). The motivation for the present study
was, in fact, to provide optical model parameters suitable for analysis of the latter
reaction in heavy mass nuclei e. 9) . Besides the pragmatic considerations, the study
of 6Li elastic scattering was deemed useful in its own right. Spin-orbit effects maybe
apparent since 6Li has spin S = 1 . Naively one would expect the 6Li spin-orbit
interaction to be reduced by ~ compared to that of the deuteron owing to the in-
creased projectile mass . Recent calculations dispute this and suggest that spin-orbit
effects for heavy ions may be larger than expected to-tz) .

2. Ezp~Imeatai procednres

The experiments were performed with the University of Michigan 83 inch sector-
focused cyclotron 13). The beam was produced in an aro-type ion source by the
sputtering action of a C02 plasma discharge on enriched lithium-6 fluoride tt melted
t Supported in part by USERDA, wattact AEC AT(11-1}2167.
tt Obtained from Isotope Sales Division, Union Carbide, Inc . Oak Ridge, Teen. USA.
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on a tantalum slceve placed in the ion source 14). This technique yielded 50 to 200
nA of extracted current, resulting in 10 to 50 nA energy-analyzed 50.6 MeV 6Li++
beam on target, with dE(FWHM) 5 20 keV. The beam intensity was recorded with
an electron-suppressed Faraday cup. It was also monitored with a solid-state detector
set to observe elastic scattering at forward arglos.
The scattered 6Li ions were dotected in either a movable solid-state detector or a

dispersion-matched magnetic spectrometer equipped with a position-sensitive pro-
portional counter in the focal plane. The latter detector consisted of a resistive-wire
position counter, followed by two energy-loss counters, all in coincidence . This
allowed a clean separation of 6Li ions from other reaction products . The data were
collected and displayed with an on-line PDP-15 computer .
The targets usedwere as follows : 1~C, natural carbon foils, 50to 200~g/~2; 160, nat-

ural calcium oxide or nickel oxide, 140 to 1145 Itgf~~ ; 4°Ca; natural oxide,1145~cg/
cmZ; saNi,.aatural metal foil, 220 and 450Pg/cm~ ; "Ge; enriched oxidet,100~eg/cmZ on
40 hg/mss carbon backing; ls~n, enriched metal t, 400 Itg/~s on 80 hgJ~2 carbon
backing; 166Er, enriched oxide t, 158 hg/cm1 on 40 ug/cm2 carbon backing; Zoepb~
enrichedmetal 13), 400 ~cg/cm2 on 80 Pg/cm= carbon backing. Although in most cases
Xhe target thicknesses were knownfrom alpha-gauge or other measurements, the data
were eventually normalized to forward angle Rutherford scattering cross sections.
The energy resolution, dE, in the solid state detector was typically 50 to 200 koV

while for the spectrometer system dEwas 20 to 100 keY. The latter was sui$cient to
separate adjacent isotope peaks and inelastic and elastic scattering at most angles.
Most of the data for 12Cand 160 were measured using the solid state detector while
the majority of the other data wen obtained with the magnetic spectrometer. The
angular resolution, dB, of the two systems (full width) was 0.2° to 2°, depending on
the angle. The true boam axis was determinod regularly from forward angle measure-
ments on either side of the indicated 0° markers with areduced spectrometer aperture
of dB ~ 0.1°.

Unless otherwise indicated, the relative accuracy of the data is f5 ~ or less, while
the absolute error is f10 ~, except the 1~C and 160 data which are f 30 ~absolute.

3. Dstn
The experimental data are displayed in fig . 1 as a ratio with the Rutherford cross

sections . The curves are optical model fits and will be discussed in sect . 4.
The 6Li elastic scattering exhibits diffractive oscillations for the lighter mass

targets (A < 40) which damp out with increasing target mass . The data appear to
be characteristic of strongly absorbed projectiles 1z), such as 3He andheavy ions (1ZC,
160, etc.). We illustrate this moreexplicitly in fig. 2where we compare the experimental
elastic scattering of 3He [ref. 13 )], ~He [ref. 16)], 6Li (this work), 12C [ref. 1')] and
160 [ref. 18)] from '8Ni at incident energies of about 10 MeY per nucleon. The
distribution for the 6Li projectile is intermediate to that for 3He and 1sC or 160,

t Obtained from Isotope Sales Division, Union Carbide, Iac:, Oak Ride, Teen: USA.
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Fia. 1. Elastic scattering data for 6Li at 30 .6 MeV bombarding energy. The curves aro optical
model calculations nsina the parameters of table 1 .

Ftg. 2. Comparison otthe elastic scattering from'°Ni for the projectiles indicated. The bombarding
energies aro °He, 33 MaV (rof.'°)];'He, 42 MeV (ref.'6)]; 6Li, 30.6 MeV (this work); "C, 123

MeV (ref. ")]; sad'°O, 138 MeV (nf.. ;°.)] . The carves aro fits to the data.
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and quite unlike that for ~He. The distribution for the tightly bound 4He is very
diffractive and uncharacteristic ofthe other composite ions . This feature is important
if one wished to derive the 6Li optical potential by "folding" in the known optical
potentials of its constituents l'~ so).
The characteristics of the 6Li data, particularly for the heavier targets, suggests

that some of the many semiclassical expressions derived for elastic scattering of
strongly absorbed ions may be applicable . We have applied the simple semi-empirical
relation derived in ref. st) for strong absorption

where

The quantity D is the distance ofclosest approach for the classical Rutherford trajec-
tory and is given by

where z and ~ are the charges of projectile and target, Eis the c.m.'energy and B is
the c.m . angle. Tt is also useful to define d = Dl(Ai+di), where At and A2 are the
projectile and target mass . The "quarter-point" radius, ro, is the value of dcorre-
sponding to o/cß = ~.

ro~
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I?ig. 3. Aßt to the sLi elastic scattering data indicated usina the eemiclassical exprgsion lags . (1)-
(3)] with do ~ 1.60 ßn sadd = 0.70 ßn .
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We display in fig. 3 the data for 6Li+1=~Sn, 166Er, and ~°°Pb as a function of
d(B) . The fit to the data shown yields d° _ 1.60 fm and d ~ 0.7 fm. This is to be
compared with the values d° = 1 .68 fm and d = 0.55 fm obtained a1) for 12C and
160 ions, E ~ 60 MeV and A x 90, and d° = 1.50 fm, d ~ 0.47 fm obtained sZ)

for ~°Ar+Z°9Bi, E ~ 300 MeV.
The increase in d for 6Li compared to that for heavier ions indicates that the 6Li

absorption occurs more slowly with respect to the distance of closest approach. We
then expect s1) the diffuseness of the absorptive potential for 6Li to be greater than
that for heavier ions, which is indeed the case (sect . 4) . These conclusions are altered
somewhat by the presence ofan attractive nuclear potentialwhich distorts the classical
orbits . Nonetheless, eqs. (1) to (3) provide a simple and useful description of the ex-
perimental data for heavier targets.

4.1 . SIMPLE POTENTIALS

4. Optkal model abalyeis

We have analyzed the 6Li elastic data (fig. 2) using the conventional optical model
with Woods-Saxon potentials Z'). The calculations were performed on an IBM 370/
168 computer utilizing different computer codes za" zs). One of the codes z°) per-
mitted calculations with spin-orbit coupling for spin one particles . Corrections for
the angular resolution were included.

Unfortunately, numerical accuracy was a problem even though all of the program
codes were converted to run in double precision . This limited the extent of the calcu-
lations, particularly for heavies targets. Computing cost was also a factor. Parameter
searches were therefore initially restricted to a simple volume Woods-Saxon potential
(Vß, RR, aR, W1, RI, a1) without spin-orbit coupling. The radii were taken to have the
form R= = r,~AZ in accord with folding models 19, zo) .

Parameter sets based on those obtained by Chuev et al. s) (E = 30 MeV, A = 12
to 208) and Schumacher et al. a) (E = 36 MeV, A = 12 to 28) were used as starting
parameters . The geometry parameters rA, aA, r, and a~ were mapped in a coarse grid,
and VR and W,adjusted to fit the data . As noted by other groups 6) Ya and rR are
correlated with VRrR constant (n 1.7) . Also, YQ is determined only to the extent
that the exterior part of the real potential is defined and the 6Li phase shins are
correct at the nuclear surface. This results in an ambiguous determination of YR. We
therefore constrained V,~ to be about six times the nucleon-nucleus potential z6).
The parameters considered to be our "best fit" parameters given the above con-

straints are listed in table 1 . These parameters give a good description of the experi-
mental data. In addition they were found to result in good fits to (d, 6Li) data when
used s.

9) in distorted-wave codes. Although our optical model analysis was by no
means exhaustive, the 6Li parameters in table 1 should be adequate for most appli-
cations.
We also considered potentials of the form used by Poling et al. 6) for 6Li+ 1~C.
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Vans 1
"Heat flt~ optical model parameters, E(°Li) = 50.6 MeV

') The optical potentials Y(r)-}-V~(r)+iW(r) arede8aedas Y(r) _ -y�jYr, Ra, a,~ and W(r) ~ -wJU. R,a,),
wheref(r, Rs, a�) = h -f-eap(r-Rs)/as]-1 andRs = rsA3~ whereA3 is the target mau number. The potential Y~(r)
istalon to be the Coulomb potential dueto a uniformlyCharged sphere with radius Rc ~ 1.40 A=} fm [sae ref. _°)].

°) The calculated total reaction cross section is fm' (1 fms v 10 mb) using the potentials listed.
') The atmna absorption radius r,,,, is defined by o, ~ERs wham R= r,,,, (.hi-{-Az~).
~) The elasslcal radius ro (eq. (3)) wa+espondina .to .the quarter-point anale in the o/aR distribution where

D(olca a ~) ° ro(dii-I-As41"
") Vohm~e infeiral per target nucleon [see ref. 1°)] .

These have surface absorption . Althoughfits comparable to the "bestfit" set of table 1
could be obtained, no obvious preference for this type of potential was indicated.

4.2. SPIN-0RB1T EFFECTS

Calculations were also performed using a standard Thomas derivative-type l ~ a
spin-orbit poterltia1 23). The influence of such a potential is shown in fig . 4. The main
effect is to increase the magnitude of the oscillations at large angles . As this can usu-
ally be compensated by slight adjustments in the other parameters, pàrticuarly those
of the absorptive potential, we conclude that the presence of a moderate spin-orbit
potential cannot be unambiguously determined from the present data. We can, how
ever, set an upper limitof about 10 MeV for V,,°, (r,,°, = 1 .2 fm, a,,° , = 1 .7 fm; see
fig. 4). We conclude that spin-orbit effects for 6Li projectiles are not large, at least in
the elastic channels:

Recently polarized 6Li beams have become available z7) and some direct measure-
ments of elastic asymmetries have been performed 27, zs). While large asymmetries
(<iT11~ ~ 0.5) are observed at 20 MeV bombarding energy for light targets such as
1ZC and 160, at most only slight effects are observed for targets heavier than 2aSi.
In particular, <iT11 ) is less than 0.1 for'sNi . These results are not inconsistent with
our analysis as the spin-orbit potentials required za) to give these asymmetries have
only a slight effect on the elastic scattering of unpolariZed 6Li projectiles . The situ-
ation is very similar to that observed for 3He and tritons z9, s° ), which like 6Li are
strongly absorbed projectiles . It is in contrast to that for protons and deuterons
where spin-orbit potentials are already needed to fit the elastic scattering 26 31). In

Target Ya ')
(MeV)

h
(thi)

as
(>9m)

Wi
(MeV)

r,
(fm)

a,
(fm)

aa ")
(fm')

r.... ')
(fm)

ro °)
(fm)

.la/d')
(MeV/fms)

~Jd')
(MeV/fm')

"C 214 1.30 0.70 26.8 1.70 0.90 138 1.61 503 140
1°O 210. 1.30 0.70 23.0 1.70 0.90 148 1.59 469 123
'°Ca 244 1.30 0.70 23.3 1.70 0.90 192 1.49 1.32 464 99
'°Ni 232 1.30 0.70 20.0 1 .70 0.90 206 1.42 1.49 423 81
'4Cie 240 1.30 0.63 18 .0 1.70 0.90 216 1.38 1.40 420 72
"'Sn 240 1.30 0.63 16.0 1.70 0.90 234 1.27 1.31 404 61
'°°Er 240 1.30 0.63 14.0 1.70 0.90 229 1.17 1.51 397 52
sospb 240 1.30 0.63 12.0 1.70 0.90 219 1.08 1.52 394 44
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Fig 4. Gompariaon of calculations with and without an ! " s spice-orbit potentiel for .aLi-i-asNi .
The potential of table 1 was used with Y,,, . = 6 MeV, r,,,, ~ 1.20 fm. a,.,, s 0.70fm, and Y,,,, _

0 MeV, respectively. Tho spin-0rbit form factor is ofthe conventional Thomas type °').

the former instances one must then rely on direct polarization measurements to deter-
mine the presence of a spin-orbit interaction s.9" so).

The lack of strong spin-orbit effects in 6Li elastic scattering suggest that in first
order they mayalso be neglected in DWBA analyses of most transfer reactions .

~.3 : MA33 DSPi3NDi3NCS

Thedependence ofthe parameter W ontarget mass numberA(=Az) for the "bestfit"
potentials is presorted in fig. 5. Wo find that WI ~ 26-0.075A MeV. Note that the
corresponding geometry parameters rj and a, have bean sot at fixed values . The
volume integrals JtlA of the absorptive potential (table 1) exhibit a decrease with
increasing A similar to W,, indicating that the relative absorption per nucleon
decreases with target mass . One may. ascribe this result to the fact that the
surface regions are dominant in the absorptive processes. This is confirmed by the
near equivalency of volume and surface form factors for the imaginary potentials
(subsect. 4.1).
The real-well depths, YR, and the corresponding volume integrals JR/A do not

show amarked mass dependence (table 1) although this is due in part to the presence
of the Coulomb potential . There is no evidence for a symmetry potential Z' " Z6),
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Fig. 3. Masa dependence of the strength of the absorptive potential, Wi, for the parameter ret of
table 1.

proportional to (N-Z)/A . Such a potential is not expected since 6Li has an isospin
of zero. The fact that the volume integrals per nucleon J,~lA (table 1) are comparable
to those obtained for nucleon-nucleus scattering 26) is a result of our constraints on
Vß (subsect . 4.1).

4.4. ENERGY DEPENDENCE

Acomparison ofthe 6Li potentials determined at 50.6 MeYenergy with those from
analyses at lower energies enables one to determine the energy dependence of the
potential parameters . This is meaningful only for common geometry parameters and
family sets, though, owing to ambiguities. We have therefore used our "best fit" set
as a basis for determining potential parameters atotherbombardingenergies . Specifi-
cally, we have reanalyzed the s aNi and t~~Sn data of Chuev et al: s) at 30 MeV
bombarding energy by readjusting VR and Wt. The results indicate at most a slight
decrease in Vß with increasing 6Li energy (dVRJdE ~ 4). This is comparable to that
observed for nucleon-nucleus scattering a6) where dVRJdE~ ~ 0.32 which implies
dV,~ldE ..: 2 for mass-6 projectiles. The results for the imaginary potential were
inconclusive . It appears, however, that the parameters of table 1 can be extrapolated
well above and below 50 MeY 6Li bombarding energy.

4.3. TOTAL REACTION CROSS SECTIONS

Total reaction cross sections, Qte, have been calculated and are indicated in table 1.
We have also calculated the phenomenological strong absorption radius, r, .,., defined
by

Qa ~ nR2,

	

(4)
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with R = r,,,, (A;+AZ). The quantity r,,,, is observod to scale with the strength
of the absorptive potential Wt, e.g. r,,,, ~ 1 .61 fm for A = 12 while r,,, ~ 1.08 fm
for A = 208 (table 1) . Our values for r,,,, are comparable to those determined tz)
for heavier ions such as 1sC and 160. The calculated reaction cross sections, c,~, for
6Li and other heavy ions are about twice as large as those for nucleon-nucleus
scattering 26) at comparable energies per nucleon.

5. Condoeions

We conclude from our analysis of 50.6 MeY 6Li elastic scattering from a range of
nuclei that 6Li scattering has characteristics similar to those of 3He and heavier ions
such as 1sC and 160. Spin-orbit effects are not apparent in the elastic scattering data.
The absorptive part of the optical potential exhibits a noticeable decrease with in-
creasing target mass but little energy dependence . The real potential depth shows little
dependence on target mass and a slight decrease with increasing bombarding energy,
if any.

The authors thank the staff ofthe cyclotron laboratory fortheir help . We also thank
P. Schwandt, R. DeYries and Cs. R. Satchler for their assistance in obtaining copies
of the computer codes used in the analysis.
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